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ABSTRACT

The aim of this thesis was to find out relationship between passage oral-reading duration with word-reading behaviours, investigate effectiveness of sight words intervention on oral reading fluency (ORF) and examine tasks of sentence processing (SP) the participants carried out during the fluency assessment. This thesis first investigated students’ ORF after a series of whole-class sight word instruction and small-group sight word intervention in addition to whole-class sight word instruction. Learning instructions and intervention activities were followed by reading assessment segments. Second set of similar study were applied following completion of previous set. Quantitative analysis were made on students’ word-reading measures: error, accuracy, self-correction rate and passage-reading measures: reading times. There were high correlations between word-reading measures with passage-reading measure. Reading durations were regarded as students’ ORF. Norm-referenced tests and criterion-referenced tests analysed pupils’ ORF changes. Their reading times were charted for A-B-A single subject research designs. Sight words intervention in this study helped increased students’ ORF. Their reading speed increased overtime. From field notes case study, the proposed SP among students involved tangible and intangible tasks. Conclusion addressed pedagogical implication of this research that includes efficiency of sight words skills, story passage skills and continuous reading fluency assessment.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

This study chose a two tiers intervention program emphasizing on sight words learning in the classroom within the context of whole-class and small-group reading to examine pupils' oral reading fluency (ORF) achievement. A group of pupils who read with struggle and took longer time to recognize sight words during screening process was selected as participants for the study.

This research used a combination of quantitative and qualitative methodologies. Direct administration of survey method was used to collect information on scores for oral passage-reading time and word-reading measures from the small group of participants to answer first question. The designs used in this study consisted of quasi-experimental single-subject research using specific method of reversal (A-B-A) design to answer second research question. Third research question involved case study design using field notes observation methods.

Two similar single-subject research designs were conducted consequently across time with the same participants for survey of information on passage-reading and word-reading, to examine effects of same type of intervention on pupils' ORF. Group data were combined from both designs to provide an overall result. Field notes observations were obtained through instrument called running record. Running record were self-developed fluency assessment forms adapted from source of literatures.

The differences between the pupils' scores in baselines and in post interventions are the focus of this study. Pupils' ORF were measured in assessments segments in two study sets. This provided two groups of scores from the same participants. Descriptive statistics computations were performed to calculate frequencies and means scores from all tests.